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Once, in the mid-twentieth century, children all over North America learned that a nation was born in Plymouth, Massachusetts. On bulletin boards outside classrooms across the continent, Pilgrims, cut out of black and white construction paper, were displayed to represent the purposeful beginnings of the nation. Orange and brown Indians stood by to assist the United States find its destiny. In the classrooms of secondary schools and institutions of higher learning, and in the public culture, the legacy of the doughty Pilgrims furnished the academic, and also the civic, curriculum for the nation. From New England, this curriculum taught, came America’s founding rituals and folkways, its most enduring democratic practices, and its greatest, classic works of literary art.¹

There are surely classrooms where this story is still being told. But the prestige of New England, in professional literary circles at least, has never been lower. Among the highest priorities of critics working in American literature in the second half of the twentieth century was the unseating of Protestant New England as the capital

---

of American literary culture. As late as the 1960s, it was still axio-
matic that the origins of American culture were to be found in this
one region, its area extending north and east of Boston to the
Canadian border, west and south of Boston to the Connecticut
Valley, a region whose civilizational outline was already distinct by
the end of the seventeenth century. Never mind this region’s size
relative to the vastness of the eventual United States. With its twin
epicenters at Harvard and Yale, its links to high culture and high
office, its roster of Adamses and Websters striding the national stage,
this region of subcultures, frequently quite distinctive and frequently
quite parochial – Separatist, Federalist, Abolitionist; Cantabridgian,
Brahmin, WASP – somehow came to represent the quintessentially
American.

But by the time a New England (San Francisco born) icon,
Robert Frost, got up on a January day in 1961 to offer poetic
tribute to the New England born (Catholic) President, this era was
nearly over. Starting in the 1970s, and gathering force through the
1980s and 1990s, a rigorous and exciting revisionist scholarship
began to expose the cultural processes and ideological interests by
which Pilgrim grit was identified with the national Spirit, the Protes-
tant mind with the national idea, and the New England classic
with literary excellence. Distinguished critics joined forces to
show how, through sermons, pedagogy, and print networks,
through academic dynasties and intellectual oligarchies and self-
reinforcing ideological formations, New England’s primacy and
representativeness were invented, established, and packaged for wide
distribution.

Such scholars pointed out the obvious – that New England, an
English outpost on a continent the French and Spanish had already
explored, was not in any sense “first,” and so could not have struck
the template for all American culture. The Americanness of New
England literature was revealed as a fiction, a back formation, or, in
the catchall phrase, an ideological construction. Indigenous peoples
had long populated the “wilderness” which Spanish, French, and
English settlers laid claim to, and those settlers were themselves
proud subjects of European kingdoms. For its first one hundred and
fifty years, New England was in every sense colonial: geographically
removed, culturally in thrall. Early modern explorers might have
found it expedient to call densely populated Indian lands “howling
wilderness,” as, in subsequent decades, and then centuries, their
descendants would find it similarly convenient to wrest national
intelligences, to claim national destinies, out of circumstances even
more ambiguous. One simply had to overlook sea trade, slave trade,
book trade, and sundry other transatlantic, trans-hemispheric, and
transnational complications to claims of discrete and integral
nationhood.

New England was always cagey about its associates (bankers in
London; middlemen in Africa; sugar planters in the West Indies),
self-conscious about its provincialities, insecure about its innovations,
and, in the case of literature, deliberate when not outright desperate
to show off its local product. Just as early “American” literature’s
founding texts had been written by the King’s loyal subjects, written
not only in the language but within the cultural orbit of Europe, so
as late as seventy-five years after the Revolution many of the
authors best known for establishing New England’s primacy –
Emerson, Hawthorne, Melville, Longfellow, Stowe – remained com-
pletely dependent on publishers and readers in London, Philadelphia,
and New York. As New England mills relied on Southern cotton
produced by African slaves, so the idea of New England’s literary
primacy depended upon networks of European distribution and
approbation, on transatlantic and also intra-American pirating and
reprinting. The premium the Virginia-raised Edgar Allan Poe sought
in claiming his first book of poems authored by “A Bostonian” was
(as Poe shrewdly surmised) more hype than reality, but it certainly
lent cachet.

The academic revisionists who expressed skepticism about New
England as founding region were naturally also interested in how
New England’s special prestige had been constructed; by whom, and
to what ends. To be sure, to read the early literary histories of
America, especially the criticism produced from the 1880s through
World War I, is to encounter learnedness mingled quite noticeably
with partisanship. A national literature commensurate with so great
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a nation had long been wanting, long sought and sometimes despaired of in the period between the 1790s and the 1890s. And so it was perhaps not that surprising that by the turn of the twentieth century the first Ivy League canon-makers would have been delighted to find the requisite materials so close at hand: the canon right outside their windows. But could it really have been the case, as Professor Barrett Wendell of Harvard intimated at the turn of the century, that virtually all of the nineteenth-century poets meriting attention should have had addresses along Brattle Street; that virtually all of the “major” writers of prose could have belonged to that cozy set that drank each other’s claret in Cambridge, dug each other’s gardens in Concord, and, when summer came, carried each other’s picnic baskets up Berkshire summits? Could it have really been, as the critics of the 1930s to the 1950s who founded American Studies as a branch of New England studies implied, that the most salient literary challenges to Massachusetts hegemony should have come from no further than Connecticut, from a set of Hartford and New Haven based “New Lights” (headquarters: Yale) whose major difference from Boston’s coastal, more liberal, Christians amounted to their yet fiercer determination to guard orthodoxy’s flame? Or that the rigorous clerical literature of frontier Deerfield and Stockbridge was actually more productive of the American spirit than the vigorous and virile writings of Virginia’s Tidewater? Could it really have been the case, later revisionists were justified in asking, that an entire national culture should have depended on the lucubrations of a few generations of Congregationalist ministers, Edwards to Emerson, Mather to Niebuhr, their ranks filled out by ministerial womenfolk – Rowlandson, Phelps, Stowe? Not to forget, either, the way these women had, despite immense readerships, received short, and invariably patronizing, shrift. The romanticization and canonization of the homiletic writings of certain Massachusetts Bay, Narragansett, Stockbridge, and New Haven ministers, and then the critical partiality to writers of “lyric” and “romance,” all white men, effectively left out Rowlandson, Stowe and Warner, Child and Sedgwick, left out Wheatley, left out Du Bois, left out Occum; left out race
and gender, class and caste; left out slavery and the women’s “sphere” and the ubiquitous sway of capital.

Fair enough, then, for critics of the 1980s and 1990s to pursue the question of whether those professors who discovered the roots of American culture in New England had not been themselves somewhat blind to how parochial they were, how chauvinistic even, creating America’s canon in their own, in their region’s – and, of course, in their gender’s – image. White, male, Protestant, and overwhelmingly holding posts in the Ivy League, these had enjoyed a bit too much, and written a bit too much about, the world in which they were ever so comfortably ensconced. The critics who heralded the development of the New England literary tradition as a “flowering,” a “renaissance,” who not only described – but embraced – the idea of New England’s “errand” – evinced excessive confidence in their own labors – the professing of literature – and excessive willingness to use the curriculum to shape the very souls of their students. With agendas extending beyond the literary into the civic, they presumed to impose two-semester courses in New England writers, and they had intimated that those who took those courses would be better people, and Americans, for having heard the lectures. Regarding teaching as more than a profession, they had endeavored more than the fostering of aesthetic pleasure – but also less than the inculcation of critical thinking. They had presumed to try to change people, and to change them for good.

Even if one granted their benign motives, were not the methods deployed by these earlier champions of New England themselves part of the problem? Partial to organic unities and pat typologies (delighting in designs and patterns, ready to cut through historical difference in order to suture Pilgrim Fathers to Minute Men to the Greatest Generation) and, what’s more, moving with disquieting facility between lectern, pulpit, and Washington DC, had not these canon-makers missed how even the most liberal and dissentient discourses are co-opted by power? Had they not failed to discern that the New England literature they extolled for its rare capacity to preserve ambiguity, complexity, and nuance was, in fact, readily
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coopopted, and that the premium they placed on spiritual, aesthetic, intellectual, formal, and moral excellence was itself exclusionary, pushing to the “margins” (as came to be said) discourses just as, or more, central and revelatory, if sometimes less refined? The very practice of close reading (its meticulous and time-consuming rhythms indispensable in the classroom) and the discipline of the History of Ideas (its largeness of scope and rhetorical sweep easily pasted verbatim into State of the Union addresses) were Ivory-Tower/Halls-of-Power practices – practices giving undue primacy to highly privileged forms of culture and eventuating in a national canon remarkably unrepresentative. This canon that had pushed other literatures to the margins, this tradition imposed on college students and school children, this region whose values so drowned out other values – if these had circumvented general criticism, literary criticism would put them in their place.

The title of this book, a provocation, is meant to raise the question of whether academic literary criticism can, or should, be left to play that role. Its subtitle – another provocation – is meant to authorize rereadings in the texts of New England fully alert to their claims of cultural priority, yet still open to their primary power. Claims to priority were, from the beginning, constitutive of this tradition fully invested in the text, the Word, as a sort of prime mover: in literature’s generative capacities. New England writing is committed to the charisma, the magnetism, and the force of print on a page, and it vests meaning in reading as a revelatory and inspiring experience. This is writing, moreover, that reserves a key cultural role for that literate interpreter (whether minister, essayist, novelist, poet, or professor) who opens the text to others, rehearsing and applying, animating and revitalizing its meaning. Whether they practice homiletics or metrics, write essays or historical narrative, or, even, criticism, these interpreters to do not dissolve into or disappear behind the literature of New England: they often emerge as full-bodied artists of, and characters within, this canon they strove to establish. Thus it is that this book, New England Beyond Criticism, hails many a forgotten, superseded, or rejected critic along its way. Although these pages will adjure readers to risk a re-encounter with
the New England canon “beyond criticism,” it will also, by its last pages, have embraced a larger than usual number of critics not much read anymore, the out-of-print and out-of-favor interpreters of remoter periods of literary history. Living and dead, symbols of the passé mingling with stalwarts of the Modern Language Association (MLA) – the critics of New England will receive in these pages attention both critical and uncritical.

Now it is obvious that each scholarly generation brings its own, and its particular historical epoch’s, biases to what it reads. It is probably also true that the relatively accelerated history of America’s ascent among the cultures of the world lent urgency to the project of canon making, providing fertile conditions for ideological distortions. That the distortions of one period are rarely legible until the next is an argument for the value of vigorous review, for a scrupulous and empirical attitude to prior claims, for a criticism ready to vet and correct. Or so the disposition of our own epoch tells us – an epoch in which the experience of American literature is mediated by the protocols of university research and the exactions of literary scholars, rather than, say, by the tastes or enthusiasms of a large and engaged readership.

Our own biases are best exhibited in, and announced by, the rarely questioned prestige of the very term “critical” – an assurance of probity and care, though not one aspiring to impact, outreach or even accessibility. A fitting term for an ethos rigorous, restrained, and insular, the function of the “critical” is to ground reading, to preserve it from enthusiasms too flighty (aesthetic or pedagogical, institutional or political) and from apprehensions amateurish or personal. This grounding, just as it sounds, safeguards soundness. The prestige of the critical certainly does not require us to cauterize all the surplus feeling that literary texts might evoke (indeed, the classroom functions, for a great majority of literary scholars, as a space of joyful unrestraint, and sometimes a refuge from the strictures of their critical lives). But the latitudes permitted by pedagogy are deemed problematic in criticism – where the task is to delimit and incise, not amplify, the power of the literary text; to contextualize
and contain rhetorical strategies, so protecting understanding from mystifications. Implicated in all of these, a primary office of the critical is corrective. Criticism moves forward by detecting, and correcting, misapprehensions that past interpreters have perpetrated.

The very strong tilt toward the contemporary, characteristic of a critical age, is abundantly in evidence in scholarship on New England. Though historicist and materialist in orientation, our criticism maintains a bias toward literary advance, toward new findings, that discourages lending too much credence to the work of prior generations. It is naturally disposed to distrust characteristics that other eras prized: breadth and brio, conviction and accessibility, lyricism and vision, and a readiness to meet readers beyond disciplinary boundaries. Advanced readers of literature, and especially professional scholars of literature, take for granted that they are to maintain a distance from the texts they read, and distance too from the readings of these texts advanced by prior generations. Especially in the case of New England, a case where prior critics – those overzealous canonizers – proved too soft, it is for us to hold the line.

The task is made less simple, of course, by the fact that the New England canon bestowed on us by prior generations continues to have a quite vibrant life in the culture. Like it or not, our predecessors’ canon stuck. The disposition of the critical establishment notwithstanding, it is still the case that readers of all kinds, both inside and outside the classroom, reserve special attention, regard, and devotion for the texts of New England and, what’s more, for the civilization that these texts invented and continue to represent. Readers look to these texts for aesthetic pleasure, for spiritual succor, and for insight into the common good. They consult them while traveling to historical sites with their children, listening to inaugural addresses, watching John Adams or The Abolitionists on PBS (Public Broadcasting Service), passing through village greens in Vermont or deep woods in Maine. Twenty-first-century novelists and poets continue to mine this archive; the president of the United States and playwright Tony Kushner dine on its wisdom; New Urbanists and Hollywood directors, twentieth-century composers
like Ives and Rorem, environmentalists and techies and political consultants all return to New England, confident they will find in its archive the classic, the iconic, American forms. Every public figure confessing to adultery inevitably has to don his “scarlet letter” for several news cycles, the stigma affixed not by literary critics but by the anchors of cable news, and every midlife career changer sees two roads diverging in a yellow wood. Images from Jonathan Edwards’s “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God” enter the cultural mainstream every few years when we count down to the End of the World: again. And one cannot stop at a historic village, Sturbridge or Plymouth Plantation, or walk through Harvard Yard or Mt Auburn Cemetery, or visit a historic writer’s house ever so inconspicuously tucked off the highway, without finding tourists there. My physician reports that he took only one book with him on a late adolescent hike through the wilds of the Monongahela Valley – *Moby Dick* – because he knew that this book, a guide to finding himself, would announce his vocation. College sophomores, New Hampshire ministers and Vermont backpackers, adults in night courses and alumnae returning on tour buses, and visiting scholars from China and Japan and India continue to cherish the literature of New England. When Marilynne Robinson, whose work I treat in Chapter 11, titles a book *When I Was a Child, I Read Books*, the books she means are New England’s.

As for me, the longer I’ve taught and thought about the literature of New England, the less comfortably I’ve lived in scholarly harness, the greater elbow room, the wider scope, I’ve come to feel is due the largeness, the strangeness, the beauty and power, of my subject.

Although the literature of New England was already at the center of my scholarly life before I began to teach at Harvard University in 1999, until that time my attachment to New England – or at least what part I confessed – was perfectly professional; or, even, as we say, academic. When friends and family inquired what I worked on, I’d reply that I worked on early, or classic, American literature, and when pressed further, I’d report that my scholarly specialty, my subfield, was the literature of New England. But, in fact, even before I moved to New England, when I asked myself the question of why
I worked on this tradition, my reasons were more along the lines Emily Dickinson had given Thomas Wentworth Higginson for how she recognized a poem: this stuff simply took the top of my head off.

The thinking, the teaching, the writing about literature of the region happened to fill certain criteria for scholarship, happened to contribute to a body of knowledge to be laid up in libraries. But the truth was – as again, I increasingly quoted Dickinson to myself – there was a “palsy” this writing “just relieved,” a species of excitation to be indulged in private sessions of reading, in the woods or leaning over Cape Cod Bay; or, in the classroom. There one found secret sharers. Though my students may have come in believing that the Puritans were “puritanical,” those who left themselves reasonably open were liable to find themselves, as Perry Miller himself had said they would, “staggering and reeling.” The most “puritanical” of writers supplied experiences of sheer aesthetic rapture; and, at the same time, tutored varieties of mental discipline, complex states of consciousness, of alienation and uses of obscurity and difficulty rivaling anything attempted by the Modernists. The psychological intensity and candor of Puritan introspections; the etched sharpness of Transcendental observations of the natural world; the clarity and definition of New England civic precepts; the ferocity, and reach, of New England social strictures; the care in craft, the intrepidness about form, the esteem for creative activity, the honor paid to all literate forms of expression. Add to this the way, as Frost himself promised, certain New England sayings – proverbs, epigrams, bits of vernacular and portable folk wisdom – begin to give a rhythm and organization to the way one thinks (you can’t get there from here; if you don’t like the weather, wait five minutes; and even the contemporary, local use of wicked – as in wicked cold or wicked smart). And the way certain poems – Dickinson’s “There’s a Certain Slant of Light” and this one by Frost: “The way a crow / Shook down on me / The dust of snow / From a hemlock tree // Has given my heart a change of mood / And saved some part / Of a day I had rued” – more than once proved their therapeutic utility.
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It is popularly thought that the “Protestant ethic” is an ethic of diligence and of duty. And superficially it is. Except, of course, that this ethic’s central precept is remembering the barrenness of duty. With its wariness about “works,” New England Protestantism abhors regularity, distrusts norms and protocols, and reserves special suspicion for the self-regard of the specialist. Writing, whether that of a seventeenth-century minister or a nineteenth-century prose writer or a twenty-first-century poet, is not self-justifying and requires a highly paradoxical attitude to the daily round: assiduous, yet – detached; mindful, yet – distrusting mere application; feet on the ground – heart tugging on kite strings. Though the object of knowledge may never be fully known, still the knower’s obligation is greater, not lesser, for it. And whether the particular calling be selling nails or sowing beans, whether it be working in a Customs House or on a whale ship, whether standing before the community as a minister or as a lyceum speaker or as a professor of New England authors, the person long exposed to the New England Way will become liable to certain (as Thoreau called them) “extra-vagances.”

I am certain this is why some of the apparently mildest of New England authors turn out to be daredevils when it comes to literary form. Such writers eschew rhetorical elegancies and regularities in favor of “plain” – which is to say frank, stark, immoderate, copious, surprising, improvised, ragged and jagged – modes of expression. Theirs is an art that cuts across the apparent grain of things into deeper tissue – back toward secrets, toward origins and reckonings. These are writers who conceive the relationship of visible to invisible phenomena somewhat as Cubists imagined the relationship of noses to napes, backgrounds to foregrounds. Puritans at their purest, New England writers at their most classic, are less orthodox than avant-garde.

New England Beyond Criticism is a book informed by my own experience as a critic and teacher of the literature of New England, as a transplanted resident and citizen of Massachusetts, and as a member
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of the faculty of New England’s, and America’s, oldest institution, Harvard. I hold the chair occupied before me by some of the most renowned, and controversial, New England scholars of the twentieth century, and, in ways I never expected, my personal life has led me deeply into Harvard history. I came to Harvard in 1999, where, by my very good fortune, I met and fell in love with, in 2001, Harvard’s new president, Larry Summers. I married him in the Harvard President’s house just a few weeks before, in 2006, his turbulent presidency ended: the five years of that term gave me access to, and perspective on, aspects of my University’s, and New England’s, history and culture I would never have come to see otherwise. Though not without their sting, my institutional adventures with Larry Summers were emancipating, helping me to see my field, my profession, and the meaning of my work in ways that were not hitherto obvious to me. These adventures, I am sure, played their part in inspiring me to step beyond certain disciplinary norms, beyond the mores of the day. They emboldened me to risk, sometimes, what Thoreau called extra-vagance.

I offer in the coming chapters a work of advocacy, an attempt to express, and to foster, a passion for the literature of New England not fully authorized by the protocols of literary criticism. This book is personal, sometimes explicitly so, taking the function of a “manifesto” to be different than that of a monograph or reference work. A manifesto is – it must be, in some significant part – a work of conviction and of emancipated passion. A manifesto must be ready to hazard drama, to suspend critical disbelief, to demonstrate, testify, and sometimes to marvel. Thus, in the coming chapters, I offer rereadings of New England texts open to their experiential potency – and open, too, to their canonical power, the role a given text may play in relation to the larger archive of texts of which it is a part. For canonicity is itself a literary effect, a crucial one, encouraging – and even sometimes commanding – responses not comprehended by a purely critical attitude. While it is certainly appropriate that a canon receive, from time to time, close and even suspicious scrutiny, those valuing its preservation do well, too, to cultivate modes of reading responsive to its influences. In the case of the New England
canon, a canon so explicitly invested in the transformative, indeed converting power of the Word, one may as well not read at all as read too guardedly. With such a canon, too fortified an attitude of insusceptibility is, finally, impertinent. The chapters ahead would thus preserve, rather than interrupt, susceptibility to the text’s power to excite and stir, its power to summon and convene, its power to touch the present with the very finger of the past. These chapters venture readings open to the spiritual excitations, the civic aspirations, and the institutional influences shaping many of the works produced in New England.

The first section, called *Excitations*, explores religious experience and its aftereffects in the poetic tradition. This section asks what I take to be the fundamental, though not frequently enough asked, question: Why would anyone have ever *wanted* to be a Puritan? Are not at least some of the questions we ought to be asking the early literature of New England experiential and aesthetic ones – questions going to the affective power and even appeal of Protestant writing: to how it makes us feel? Thus: what intellectual and spiritual longings did the sermonic and poetic literature of a Protestant establishment actually satisfy? How did beauty figure in texts of Protestant faith, and what were the pleasures of terror? What did it mean to seek to live “in this world but not of it” and how might such a creed have licensed, incubated, and fertilized poetry? What satisfactions were there in imagining the End of Days? Or, in directing attention to Hell, a pit of fire a long way down? Or, to Heaven, which is, and is yet not, in the sky? One answer I propose to all of these questions: for the thrill of it. These three chapters reintroduce Protestant excitations – the ups and downs, the drastic and exhilarating features of a belief system asking, permitting, licensing human beings to stretch their imaginations far beyond what their senses perceived.

In the second section, called *Congregations*, I pursue matters of community and individuality. Are Americans, as they sometimes like to think, “individuals,” tested by wilderness, tempered by struggle, their individuality forged by their forebears? If so, what has proven so powerful about the New England Town Hall, the Commons,
about that idea of the People to whom, and for whom, statesmen still address their rhetoric? How best to describe the role of the podium, stump, and pulpit within New England, and American, civilization? Where do the dead figure in the tally of the People; and in what ways can rhetoric — and art — summon congregations impossible within any one historical moment? And what are individualism’s costs; and alternatives? These chapters take us back to some key sites and moments in communal life: to the New England Way as it seeks to forge civic congregations; to artists who find in language itself a space of social converse; and to critiques of the New England flintiness and the Protestant ethic from within. The texts of New England may give sanctuary, and even an honored place, to the individual. Meanwhile, however, human need, human softness and vulnerability will also stake out territory within the very region of Pilgrim fortitude.

In the book’s third section, Matriculations, I return to the incubator of the New England canon, and to what are perhaps New England’s most hallowed institutions to this day, its universities. In these chapters, I probe the strong role learned culture has played and still plays within New England’s literary tradition. These elite institutions — with their great libraries and mythic reputations; with their prestige within, and antagonisms with, the cities they dominate; with their imposing architectures, their eccentric calendars, their rituals and rosters — these enter, bear on, New England literature in quite literal ways. Professors are teachers, icons, gatekeepers, ancestors, heirs; students, members of classes, pass through classrooms over four years, over epochs, over centuries; curricula are evolved and canonized, contested and dislodged; there are reformations and counterreformations of literary fashion and taste; there are in-groups and out-groups, clerics and heretics, and again and again, there is the defense of The University, and its higher calling. The phrase itself, raised by its definite article, looks down from churchly heights. New England’s first universities were, not incidentally, Divinity schools; its professors not merely instructors, but moral arbiters and guides. And even now, hundreds of years after their
establishment – just how the professor stands behind his lectern, just where the canon stands in the curriculum, just how the oldest rituals stand up to the present’s innovations – these questions exercise, stimulate, and imbue the newest writings.

In this third section of the book, and in the Epilogue that finally closes the book, my focus tightens. I keep in view the figure of the scholar, and of the literary critic, and I give increasing attention to those twentieth-century scholars and critics who have left real marks, whose vitality remains, once we open their pages, still bright. Intellectual impact: What is that? How long does it last and how does a field (say, the field of New England studies) accommodate the influences, and personalities, of the past? To be sure, in earlier chapters I will have already endeavored various trans-temporal, trans-disciplinary experiments, working to bring the work of prior critical generations into quite direct communication with those of today. Chapters 2 and 4, for instance, deploy different approaches to representing Emily Dickinson’s manuscripts; Chapter 2 employs the typographic conventions contemporary critics prefer – those of R.W. Franklin – while Chapter 4 hews to conventions Thomas Johnson had established in the middle of the twentieth century. Chapter 5, to use another example, makes the legendary critic and teacher Perry Miller, and his student, Ann Douglas – my own graduate mentor – recipients and transmitters of a pedagogical narrative begun by none other than William Bradford. Moreover, this chapter works across period and genre boundaries, putting to the side some of those contemporary methodological protocols that keep discussions of seventeenth-century New World exploration entirely separate from discussions of twentieth-century poetic texts. In this chapter the findings of historicist critics of early America are allowed to penetrate poetry studies, while the surmising of poets – and the music of poetry – are ushered into the precincts of research. And in Chapter 7, on the other hand, I endeavor to treat historical crisis in a particular epoch (post-Civil depopulation) as the thread connecting the work of writers practicing in quite different registers and genres (statecraft, fiction, non-fiction, poetry).
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Contemporary critical strictures, and especially critical categories, make quite it rare to encounter such writers as Edward Arlington Robinson, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Sarah Orne Jewett together (Du Bois so often placed within African American Writing; Jewett within Regionalism; Robinson among those, alas, of decaying reputation), and yet the writings of these three New England contemporaries describe nothing less than the postbellum rediscovery of poetry’s convening power.

Finally, in the book’s last (frankly autobiographical) Epilogue, I look back at the intellectual and literary history of New England, and at my Harvard predecessors, a colorful cast of characters! Belletrists and partisans, poetasters and editors, popularizers and obscurantists, New England promoters and New England debunkers, the many figures who appear in this chapter represent the different critical values and priorities. Our idea of the “critical” would have seemed to many of them an anything but essential category – as some of their ideas of New England now seem, from our vantage point, too decorative and dilettantish, or too jingoistic and exceptionalist, now (in the case of late twentieth- and early twenty-first-century work) even perhaps too cool, too surgical, too certain. Not a critical history so much as a critical walking tour or intellectual album, I endeavor in this last chapter to share my own esteem – and my affection – for critical forebears whose wisdom I am sure I have not outgrown.

There is an old Puritan saw – one of the most famous – I’ve kept in mind as I’ve completed the chapters of this book. Describing their position in the world, Puritans framed the ideal of living “in this world but not of it.” A mode of double consciousness, this ideal acknowledged one’s footing on terra firma and in human history while still evincing faith in meanings less localized, larger and less empirically comprehensible. “In this world but not of it” is the ideal of a profoundly imaginative, and profoundly literary, civilization, one that germinated in orthodox faith, but, when orthodoxy’s hold loosened, retained that salutary openness to uncertainty and what William James called the will to believe. This openness is characteristic still, and for those who find the literature of
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New England worth rereading, it guarantees posterity a New England still beyond criticism.

Note

1 Of the hundreds of books published in the last 30–40 years, those in the chronologically arranged list below are among the most influential and/or characteristic. Generally historicist in orientation, these books nevertheless exhibit a great range of methods, from the archival to the polemical, and they cover a very wide range of subfields, from Native American studies to avant-garde poetry. My larger question as to the drawbacks of our “critical” epoch notwithstanding, these are books reflecting the great fruitfulness of the turn to history for our understanding of the literature of New England. The reader seeking an education in contemporary New England – and Americanist – writing could not do better than to read through this list:

1975: Sacvan Bercovitch, Puritan Origins of the American Self
1979: Michael Paul Rogin, Subversive Genealogy: The Politics and Art of Herman Melville
1981: Carolyn Porter, Seeing and Being: The Plight of the Participant Observer in Emerson, James, Adams, and Faulkner
1982: Jay Fliegelman, Prodigals and Pilgrims
1985: Michael T. Gilmore, American Romanticism and the Marketplace
1986: Cathy Davidson, Revolution and the Word: The Rise of the Novel in America
1986: Myra Jehlen, American Incarnation
1986: Jane Tompkins, Sensational Designs
1987: Donald Pease, Visionary Compacts: American Renaissance Writings in a Cultural Context
1988: David S. Reynolds, Beneath the American Renaissance: The Subversive Imagination in the Age of Emerson and Melville
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1989: Andrew Delbanco, The Puritan Ordeal
1989: Wai Chee Dimock, Empire for Liberty: Melville and the Poetics of Individualism
1990: Donald Weber, “Historicizing the Errand,” American Literary History 2:1
1991: Ross Posnock, The Trial of Curiosity: Henry James, William James, and the Challenge of Modernity
1993: Eric J. Sundquist, To Wake the Nations: Race in the Making of American Literature
1994: William Spengemann, New World of Words
1995: Walter Benn Michaels, Our America: Nativism, Modernism, and Pluralism
1995: Laura Dassow Walls, Seeing New Worlds: Henry David Thoreau and Nineteenth-Century Natural Science
1996: Christopher Castiglia, Bound and Determined: Captivity, Culture-Crossing, and White Womanhood from Mary Rowlandson to Patty Hearst
1996: Christopher Looby, Voicing America: Language, Literary Form, and the Origins of the United States
1997: Myra Jehlen and Michael Warner (eds.), The English Literatures of America, 1500–1800